WIPL-D Pro: What is New in v18?
New features/improvements introduced in v18 are:
1. New options in the STL Editor:
a. Automatic validation
b. Automatic healing (simplification and unite)
c. Fully controlled decimation and quad meshing
d. Export of selected model parts
e. Model settings
f. Manipulations
2. NEVA based human phantoms for EM modeling
3. Library of antennas for medical microwave imaging
4. Material library with over 80 predefined materials,
and three new ways to define frequency dependent
material properties:
a. Frequency table
b. Cole-Cole approximation
c. Djordjevic-Sarkar approximation
5. Operations applicable to a selection of domains:
a. Near-field calculation
b. Averaging of material properties
6. Enhanced
capabilities
when
importing
models/projects
7. New application for plotting the output results
(WIPL-D graph viewer):
a. Completely new algorithm for reading and
processing data
b. An intuitive and user-friendly setting of graph
parameters
c. Introduction of new variables for plotting
d. Plotting different data formats on the same
graph
e. Save and reuse graph settings
f. Other improvements: rounding numbers,
faster 3D rendering using OpenGL display lists,
spline fitting, export to ASCII for overlaid
results
8. Extended limits of the periodic boundary condition
solver
9. GPU solver: accelerated GPU matrix solve for a large
number of excitations
10. Export and re-use of the MoM matrix
11. Fast preview of large and complex structures

12. Other features/improvements:
a. Repair projects at open
b. Reverse simulation order in frequency and
sweep parallel runs
c. Import of MAP files
d. Enhanced limits for handling large and
complex structures
e. Enhanced limits for handling of structures with
a large number of generators/ports
f. Custom-defined merge tolerance

1. New options in the STL editor
Our STL editor has been enriched with additional
enhancements. These include both improvements to
previously introduced options, as well as development of
new features.
a) Automatic validation
Upon opening an .stl file, it is now possible to
automatically find errors in the triangular representation
of the model geometry. The presence of cross-sections,
overlaps or irregular connections between triangles
(connections that do not imply that either a single node
or a common edge is shared among two plates) is being
inspected. The Validate option indicates the presence of
coinciding plates, overlapping plates, intersecting plates,
irregular point or edge connections between plates.

Fig. 1. Geometrically regular STL model representing the
head and the brain with no errors found.

triangles or to the same triangle. Fig. 3 shows how
Simplification Healing reduces the complexity of a model.

Fig. 3. Simplification Healing.

• Unite Healing

Fig. 2. Examples of intersecting plates and irregular
connections between plates.

Unite Healing recognizes irregular relations between
plates and corrects them by introducing additional plate
divisions. These additional divisions provide a wellconnected and an error-free structure.

b) Automatic healing (simplification and unite)
In the case where an STL model has some irregularities,
like non-existing openings or shifted triangles or vertices,
it needs to be fixed before any further actions. In the new
version, STL editor offers healing and reconstructing tools
to speed up the fixing. Healing tools perform
modifications of existing triangles as well as the creation
of new ones in zones of the irregularities.
• Simplification Healing
The simplification healing tool eliminates extremely
elongated triangles from the structure. This refers to
those triangles whose one edge is at least a hundred
times shorter than another edge of the same triangle, or
those triangles whose height is at least a hundred times
shorter than one of the sides. In addition, this tool, in the
case there are irregularities in the structure, in critical
areas connects close vertices belonging either to different

Fig. 4. Unite Healing.

c) Fully controlled decimation and quad meshing
Deviation controlled decimation as well as the Meshing 3
procedure are further improved. In the new version,
these options internally check whether each proposed
change to the structure produces irregularities (overlaps,
intersections…). If irregularity is detected, such a change
is rejected. This feature is especially important for
multilayer structures as well as structures of complex
shapes. Some background procedures have been
modified to ensure a better quality factor of the plates
obtained.

invoked upon selecting the model part (or parts) of
interest. The selected geometry is saved in an .stl file,
while the project settings are saved in accompanying files.

If Deviation controlled decimation or the Meshing 3
procedure are performed on a regular structure, a regular
structure is also obtained as the output.

Fig. 7. Export of a selected model part to a new .stl file.

e) Model settings

Fig. 5. Regular, multilayer, STL head project consisting of
11062 triangles.

Triangular-meshed structures are not supported for
simulation in WIPL-D software. Hence, it is not possible to
assign all the simulation-related, IWP project linked
options to STL projects. The vast majority of settings,
however, is now available for STL projects, as well. This is
achieved with the introduction of accompanying files. The
settings assigned in STL projects propagate, through
meshing procedures, to corresponding IWP projects.
Options, now available in STL projects, include: operation
mode, frequency range, simulation options, setting
output results and defining symbols. In case that the
scatterer type of operation mode is selected, it is possible
to set the plane waves excitation, as well. For a
triangle-based scatterer, all necessary settings can be set
inside the STL project, which then only needs to be
meshed and simulated.
f)

Fig. 6. Regular project obtained as a result of a 3 mm
maximum deviation decimation procedure (4020 triangles,
left) and a 3 mm maximum deviation meshing procedure
(9958 quads, right).

d) Export of selected model parts
In addition to saving complete STL projects (geometry and
settings), parts of structures can also be saved in a
separate .stl file. In order to save just a partial structure,
separately, the Export Selected mechanism should be

Manipulations

Grouping and then rotating, moving or copying triangular
structures is now possible for STL projects. This is enabled
by the Manipulate option. Unlike IWP projects, the
history of these manipulations is not being saved. After
saving an STL project, all manipulations are applied, but
the information about them is deleted and does not
appear in the Manipulations window. The impact of
manipulations is therefore recorded on the
triangular-based structure, but after saving the project, it
is not possible to make any subsequent correction using
the list of manipulations.

Fig. 8. Result of a Copy manipulation with translation and
rotation included.

For simulation purposes, it is possible to single out a
region of interest and use it to create a model that would
later be used for simulation. This implies the selection of
appropriate tissues only and possibly minor alterations
(cutting out unnecessary parts). Users can request
specific human tissues in a triangular-based .stl format.
Alternatively, the WIPL-D team can, based on user
requirements, prepare adequate, WIPL-D native, IWP
projects that would be simulation ready. Examples of
head and abdominal region phantoms, with several
tissues included, are represented in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10,
respectively.

2. NEVA based human phantoms for EM
modeling
In collaboration with NEVA Electromagnetics LLC, starting
from WIPL-D Pro v18, anatomically accurate,
triangular-based, human phantom (VHP-Male Version 1.0
Model of NEVA Electromagnetics) is available for use in
WIPL-D Pro software. The full phantom represents a
complete human body and is of huge complexity. The
phantom itself is not included in the WIPL-D Pro
installation setup. Specific variants of the phantom and its
parts can be provided to WIPL-D users upon request.

Fig. 10. Multi tissue phantom of the abdominal region.

3. Library of antennas for
medical microwave imaging
Starting from v18, WIPL-D offers predefined antenna
projects, especially useful for biomedical applications.
Antennas are defined symbolically (parametrically) so
that dimensions can scale with operating frequency,
providing a good starting point for adjustments or
optimizations. The initial operating frequency is set
around 1 GHz.

Fig. 9. Multi tissue head phantom.

All of the antennas are fed through a coaxial line and all
include a spacer made of matching media. The existence
of the spacer reduces the field distortions in the area
between antennas and the human tissues/organs,
improving the communications between the antennas in

array and leading to better microwave imaging results.
The antenna library is not included in the installation
setup but is available on demand. Antennas included in
the library are:
1. Pentagonal Arm Dipole (PAD) antenna;
2. Hexagon Dipole Brick (HDB) antenna;
3. Open-end Matched Waveguide (OMW) antenna;
4. Microstrip Trapezoidal Patch (MTP) antenna.
These four antennas can be seen in Fig. 11. S11 parameters
of these antennas are displayed in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12. S 11 versus frequency for 4 antenna types, results
obtained by setting the central frequency to 1 GHz (upper)
and results obtained after optimization for broadband
properties (lower).

4. Material library and
new material definitions

Fig. 11. Simulation-ready antenna models from top to
bottom: PAD, HDB, OMW and MTP. Antenna exteriors are
shown on the left side, while interiors are shown on the
right side.

The Material Library, identical to the library found in
WIPL-D Pro CAD, is introduced in the new version of
WIPL-D Pro. The library is included in the default software
setup. It comes with 81 predefined dielectric materials
which are commonly used at microwave frequencies,
covering a wide range of antenna applications, scatterers,
passive or active microwave circuits, human tissues etc.
One can easily select a material from the predefined
database or expand the library by adding new materials
through a simple procedure.
The frequency dependency of the material parameters
can be specified by filling in the Frequency tables, or
entering the required parameters of the Cole-Cole or
Djordjevic-Sarkar approximations. These are novel means
of establishing the frequency dependent parameters
introduced with the Material Library in addition to the

previously available method where frequency
dependency could be introduced using the freq() or
freqtab(arg1, [arg2]) functions. The latter (freqtab) can
still be used with materials described as “General”.
Regular Domains table, without any options related to the
Library, is shown once the Domains table is selected. The
extended Domains table (Fig. 13), identical to one in
WIPL-D Pro CAD, is shown after the button “Advanced” is
pressed. If at least one material whose type is other than
“General” is defined in the model, the extended Domains
table would open by default.

b) Averaging of material properties
The Averaging option, as we named it, uses definitions of
selected domains, as well as the defined grid of points for
field calculation as input data. The Averaging operation
determines which domain the points belong to, and on
that basis the participation of each domain in a grid
defined region is computed. Weighted average values for
conductivity and complex permittivity are calculated for
selected domains using constituent data values.

6. Enhanced capabilities when
importing models/projects
When importing one IWP project into another, the first
(surrounding) domain is equalized in both projects while
retaining the values from the active project. Also, all other
domains are mutually compared and if identical domains
are found in both projects, they can be merged. It is up to
the user to choose whether identical domains should be
merged or not.

Fig. 13. Extended Domains table.

5. Operations applicable to a
selection of domains
The new version of WIPL-D Pro allows the selection of
domains of special interest, as well as two new operations
that are performed over the selected domains. Domain
selection is performed in the Domains table which is
extended when one of these options is chosen.
Operations include the novel Near-field calculation
approach and the material properties averaging
procedure. Both operations, at the very beginning,
determine the domains affiliation for the grid of points
set for field calculation.
a) Near-field calculation
The novel near-field calculation approach, termed
Selected near-field, performs field value calculation
exclusively in selected domains. Near-field points located
in Domains that are not selected for calculation, produce
zero field values.

Fig. 14. Preview of the Merge identical domains option.

In the case identically defined domains exist in the same
project, whether it is an original project or an imported
project, merging of domains is not proposed.

b) An intuitive and user-friendly setting of
graph parameters
This version introduces a single dialog box for managing
all graph properties in one place. The new “Data” dialog
box enables easy and transparent adjustment of graph
types, independent axes, cuts, formats and parameters.

Fig. 15. Merge identical domains option is not enabled,
implying that there are identical domains in at least one of
the selected projects.

7. New application for plotting output
results
In this release we are excited to announce major
improvements to our application for plotting results. The
new WIPL-D Graph Viewer brings many new features and
options, enabling a more user-friendly and intuitive
working environment. With various graph types, axes, 3D
views and customization of all segments, the new
application makes it easy to plot and customize graphs.
Fig. 17. Data dialog box for managing all graph parameters.

c)

Introduction of new variables for plotting

In this release we are adding several variables in the list
of available axes for plotting. The newly added axes are:
excitation and eigen modes for a 2D plot and sweep
parameters for both 2D and 3D plots.
The next example shows 3D gain in dB of a pyramidal horn
antenna versus swept parameters (symbols): Ahorn and
Bhorn. The parameters Ahorn and Bhorn represent width
and height of the horn aperture, respectively.
Fig. 16. 3D plot with multiple graph types and views:
currents over structure, spherical, cartesian, vector and
surface graphics.

a) Completely new algorithm for reading and
processing data
An optimized and robust algorithm has been introduced
for reading and processing data. It yields high
performance with up to three times faster data
processing than the previous version. At the same time,
this algorithm is significantly more flexible for further
updates and introduction of new functionalities,
especially on the side of the graphical user interface.
Fig. 18. Gain in dB of a piramidal horn versus swept width
(Ahorn) and height (Bhorn) of the horn aperture.

d) Plotting different data formats on the
same graph
Starting from this version, it is possible to plot different
data formats using the group option. By doing so, for
instance, it is possible to overlay Gain (dB) and Realized
Gain (dB) in the same graph.

f)

Other improvements

In order to display more legible rounded off values for the
range, an auto rounding option has been implemented.
This option determinates minimum and maximum of the
function, resolution and decimal digits to display rounded
numbers.
OpenGL display lists have been used to speed up 3D
rendering. Manipulation of 3D graphics (rotation,
translation, zoom) is performed extremely fast regardless
of the number of drawn points.
Alongside these improvements this release also has
various bug fixes and stability enhancement.

8. Extended limits of the
periodic boundary condition solver
Fig. 19. Gain and Realized Gain in dB in the same graph.

e) Save and reuse graph settings
This option allows the users to save the graph settings and
reuse them for each new open file. Based on suggestions
and feedback from our users this option has been
developed from scratch. A significant improvement over
the previous option is the ability to save and reuse graph
settings for overlaid projects, not only for a single one. In
addition, it is possible to fully customize which settings
will be kept and reused by selecting the appropriate items
in the “Keep project settings” dialog box, as shown below.
The following parameters can be selected: cuts, format,
component, range, graph type, lines and dot marks,
fitting, legend and many others.

It was determined in the previous version (v17) that
applicability of the solver is more or less limited to cells
whose base does not exceed the size of 2λ.
In the new version (v18) this limit is extended and tested
up to 10λ. The extension is achieved by refining the choice
of parameters in the Ewald summation when increasing
the cell base size. In particular, the evaluation of periodic
boundary Green’s function is accelerated by the Cesaro
summation.
In addition, it is found that obtaining results in a wide
frequency range can be significantly accelerated by using
the Frequency Parallel Run combined with the new
Reverse Order Option.
Example: Let us consider a pyramidal absorber (Fig. 21).
The base of the absorber, which coincides with the base
of the unit cell is a square of side a = 5 mm.

Fig. 20. Keep project settings dialog box.
a) unit cell

b) finite array of absorbers

Fig. 21. Pyramidal absorber.

The height of the pyramid is h = 2.5 a. The pyramid is
placed on a pedestal of the same base of height d = 0.25 a.
The absorber is made of material whose relative electric
constant and conductivity are εr = 1.3 and σ = 10 S/m. The
bottom of the pedestal, which is placed in the xOy-plane,
is covered by a PEC infinitesimally thin plate.
Fig. 22 a) shows the reflection coefficient for TEM waves
(in dB) in the range from 2 GHz to 300 GHz.
Fig. 22 b) shows the same results but taking into account
all reflected waves (including higher modes).

9. GPU solver: accelerated GPU matrix
solve for a large number of excitations
In the new version of the GPU Solver, matrix inversion for
problems with a very large number of excitations is
significantly accelerated. This is done for both in-core and
out-of-core modes.
The acceleration is achieved by parallel usage of all
available GPUs for matrix multiplications performed
during forward and backward substitutions. Additionally,
read and write operations to/from an arbitrary number of
drives are performed in parallel with GPU calculations.
Finally, depending on the number of excitations, Forward
substitution is performed: a) In parallel with LU
decomposition, for a small number of excitations, and
b) After the LU decomposition is finalized, for a large
number of excitations.
This way, a very good load balance between the GPUs is
achieved, thus ensuring a high computational
performance.

a)

Example: The acceleration will be demonstrated on a
model of a monostatic RCS calculation from an aircraft
shown in Fig. 23. Length of the aircraft is ~11.5 meters
(~77 λ), and it is simulated at the frequency of 2 GHz. The
number of unknowns is equal to 108,947. Monostatic RCS
is calculated in 100,000 directions, i.e. the number of
excitations is equal to 100,000.

Fig. 23. Model of an aircraft.
b)
Fig. 22. Reflection coefficient versus frequency for a
pyramidal absorber shown in Fig. 21.

Matrix inversion is performed as out-of-core. (PC used for
calculation: Intel® Xeon® Gold 6248R CPU @ 3.00GHz (2
processors: 48/96 cores/threads), 2 x NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 3080, 4 x SSDs, Read/Write speed: 1.5 GB/s.)
Inversion time is reduced from 3512 seconds in v17 to
1334 seconds in the new version. Therefore, an
acceleration of matrix inversion of about 2.6 times is
achieved. A 3D pattern of monostatic RCS is shown in Fig.
24.

• The MoM option is reserved for storing the initial
form of MoM matrix.
• The LU option stands for saving the LU
decomposed form of the initial MoM matrix.
• The Inverse option is used for storing the inverted
form of the initial MoM matrix. In this case, the
condition number of the matrix is also provided as
an output.
All the matrices are saved in binary form, in column by
column arrangement.
Fig. 24. Monostatic RCS of an aircraft (~77 λ long) at 2 GHz.

10. Export and re-use of the MoM matrix
To obtain some results, one only needs to change the
excitation in a project, while other simulation parameters
should remain unchanged. In such cases, it is very useful
to save the Method of Moments (MoM) matrix and re-use
it with modified excitations. Re-use of the matrix is time
saving because matrix fill-in and possibly matrix inversion
are not repeated for each modification of excitations.

The subsequent usage of the feature is simple. After using
Save with an appropriate form set, a regular simulation
run should follow. All the output results are obtained and
the selected system matrix is stored. After that, the user
can switch to Use of the appropriate file or simply re-open
the project. If upon opening the project, any of the matrix
files are found within the project, the simulation is
automatically switched to Use, with the appropriate
choice of matrix type.

This feature can be configured by choosing the
Configure/Advanced Modelling/Matrix option, when the
following dialogue appears (Fig. 25).

Fig. 25. Configuring the storage and usage of the MoM
matrix

As shown in Fig. 25, Delete is the default setting. This
means that the matrix is not being stored after the
simulation finishes.
If the Save option is selected, during the subsequent
simulation run, the matrix is saved and can be re-used
later. The user can choose to save the matrix in one of
three forms.
Fig. 26. Monostatic RSC in 37 (top) and 361 (bottom) ϕ
directions (Save & Use Inverse matrix options are used).

Once the option Configure/Advanced modelling/Matrix is
set to Use, the project can be re-run. For the option to
work, the output results settings do not have to be
retained, they can be changed. For Use of all matrix
forms, the excitation column is calculated from scratch,
while the saved MoM matrix is used.
If we want to obtain additional results, the optimal (the
least time consuming) way is to use Save LU and Use LU
options for projects with a fairly large number of
unknowns and Save Inverse and Use Inverse combination
for projects with an exceedingly large number of
unknowns.
Let us consider a monostatic RCS calculation from a
simple dielectric cube in 1 θ and 37 ϕ directions. The
simulation is performed with the Save Inverse matrix
option active. After the simulation is completed, the Use
Inverse matrix option is set and the number of monostatic
directions is changed from 37 to 361. The simulation is
then re-run. RSC results for both simulations are
presented in Fig. 26.

11. Fast preview of large and complex
structures
In the new version of the program, responsiveness of the
structure being displayed in the preview window has
been improved. This is especially noticeable for complex
models with an extremely large number of plates. Several
background operations have been accelerated to improve
preview mobility.
In order to further speed up the movement and rotation
of large models, the Grid Threshold option has been
introduced. The Grid Threshold option represents the
limit for displaying edges. If the number of plates
currently displayed in the preview window is greater than
the value set as a threshold (the default value is 10,000),
edges are not rendered. When the edges are not
displayed, overall responsiveness of the model display
increases. Please note that zooming to a certain part of a
large structure decreases the number of displayed plates.
When that number falls below the set limit, edges are
once again rendered.
The user can set the threshold limit according to
individual preferences.
The same model displayed with and without rendered
edges is shown in Fig. 27.

Fig. 27. A project without (top) and with (bottom) rendered
edges, based on the value of Grid Threshold.

12. Other features/improvements
a) Repair projects at open
In case that a project becomes corrupted, it cannot be
regularly opened.
After checking the option “Repair projects at open” in the
Configure menu, each project will be checked when being
opened and repaired if necessary.
b) Reverse simulation order in
frequency and sweep parallel runs
Most often, by increasing the analysis frequency or a
sweep parameter, the number of unknowns increases. If
projects are run in parallel it can happen that the most
time consuming project is solely run at the very end.
By checking the option “Reverse order” in the
Frequency/Sweep Parallel Run dialog box, available from
the Configure menu, the order of project runs is reversed.
c) Import of MAP files
Two important improvements in the option for import of
MAP files are introduced in the new version.
The first one is related to the format of the file itself.
Namely, in addition to binary files supported in the
previous version, an ASCII file with a very simple format is
supported as well. It enables very simple creation and
editing of MAP files.

Another improvement enables the setting of domain
parameters of the imported MAP file in a single click. This
significantly facilitates the preparation of the model for
simulation.
d) Enhanced limits for handling
large and complex structures
The new version enables handling of extremely large and
complex structures in terms of number of building
elements (nodes, wires, and plates). This ability is
successfully tested up to 1 million plates.
e) Enhanced limits for handling of structures
with a large number of generators/ports
The new version enables de-embedding for an extremely
large number of generators/ports. This ability is
successfully tested up to 10,000 generators/ports using
the operation mode “one generator at time”.
f)

Custom-defined merge tolerance

In all previous versions of WIPL-D Pro merge tolerance
had a default value of 10−5 . The tolerance is defined as
the fraction of the maximum model size. In some cases,
where features with tiny details were placed on a large
platform or simply at a very large distance, the tolerance
was too rough and caused distortions in the model.
In the new version the tolerance can be set by the user.
This way the mentioned limitation in modelling of tiny
details on large platforms is overcome.

